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Abstract: Educators by definition are now required to utilize a variety of student data to shape the decisions they make and design the lessons they teach. As accountability standards become more stringent and as teachers face increasingly diverse student populations within their classrooms, they often struggle to adequately meet the needs of all learners. Using student data, rationales for instructional decisions become grounded in best practices. Unfortunately, some administrators and teachers lack the confidence and/or training needed to successfully engage with and interpret data results. This may be especially true for early career educators and those just entering the field. Indeed, for novice teachers to be successful in the current accountability culture, they must possess, understand, and effectively utilize data literacy skills, something quite difficult to accomplish without adequate training. The research in this article explored how pre-service educators determined what worked in a data literacy intervention and the potential impact this had on their instructional decision-making process. Implications for instructor professional development are offered for consideration.
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1. Introduction
One pedagogical challenge of the twenty-first century is the continually changing data literacy landscape that currently exists in today's society. Data literacy, defined by Mandinach and Gummer...
(2013), is “the ability to understand and use data effectively to inform decisions ... composed of a specific skill set and knowledge base that enables educators to transform data into information and ultimately into actionable knowledge” (p. 30). It should be noted that novice teachers, from the first day on the job, are held accountable by both campus/district administration and local-/state-mandated requirements for the utilization of multiple data sources in their formulation of decisions about student learning/progress for their own professional evaluations (Coburn & Turner, 2012; Marsh, 2012; Piro, Wiemers, & Shutt, 2011). Despite such data literacy mandates, pre-service teachers often report a lack of confidence/foundational knowledge in data-driven knowledge/skills (DeLuca & Bellara, 2013; Piro & Hutchinson, 2014). Novice educators are expected to use a variety of data sources to determine whether or not certain students need remediation, additional support, and/or enrichment in their quests for specific skill mastery (Dunn, Airola, & Lo, 2013). Therefore, it is incumbent upon teacher preparation programs to provide opportunities for novice teachers to improve data literacy skills before they begin their careers.

The purposes of this research were twofold: (1) to explore how pre-service educators determined what worked in a data literacy intervention and (2) to investigate the implications for our own practice.

2. Pathways to data literacy

Though a comprehensive understanding of interventions which specifically target pre-service teacher data literacy is fairly restricted in the literature, components have been identified which, if utilized, positively impacted either student achievement or teacher disposition toward data usage (Reeves & Honig, 2015). Those components included: (1) cooperative relationships with colleagues (Gambell & Hunter, 2004); (2) the use of a knowledgeable consultant as a resource (Wayman & Jimerson, 2013); (3) the use of step-by-step protocol (Gearhart & Osmundson, 2009); and (4) the close linkage of the intervention with classroom instruction (Marsh, 2012).

2.1. Cooperative relationships

According to Means, Chen, DeBarger, and Padilla (2011), educators expressed a higher confidence level when analyzing data if they were allowed to do so with their colleagues—in effect, if they were permitted to socially construct knowledge. Such practices resulted in the formation of formal and informal learning networks which primarily focused on critical dialogs surrounding effective instruction (Putnam & Borko, 2000; Warren Little, 2002).

In response to the collaborative educational data landscape, teacher preparation programs must turn away from the stereotypical practice of including data instruction in stand-alone coursework assignments and embrace the notion of collaborative data inquiry (Mandinach, Friedman, & Gummer, 2015). Participation in purposeful collaborative inquiry gives pre-service educators a venue by which, through collegial discussions, a better understanding of casual connections between instructional practices and student outcomes may occur (Gallimore, Ermeling, Saunders, & Goldenberg, 2009).

2.2. Knowledgeable resources

An essential criterion for successful data-driven choices is that teachers have adequate skills to correctly interpret the data’s meaning. However, data have stereotypically been a worrisome topic for many pre-service teachers and teacher preparation professionals (Pierce, Chick, & Wander, 2014). Many have low data self-efficacy and express negative feelings about using data, even though abundance resides at their fingertips (German, 2014). A concern is how to increase a pre-service teacher’s confidence level when both collecting and interpreting the message and meaning of data.

To help aid pre-service teachers and professors who have data-angst, research suggests that instructors with professional development in the area, colleagues with specific data expertise, or consultants could provide necessary legitimacy to the process (Marsh & Farrell, 2015). Students need to practice under the guidance of an instructor who is confident in his/her ability to use/interpret the
data involved and has developed a trust and rapport with students to the extent that the students trust the information disseminated will serve an authentic role in future aspirations (Gulamhussein, 2013).

2.3. Step-by-step protocol
Data literate educators generate data-based questions, disaggregate data for answers, and analyze interpretations (Means et al., 2011). Pre-service teachers need to understand that data-driven decisions and subsequent implications for improved instruction do not simply occur by “checking off” the steps in a process. Instead, these new educators need to experience and practice each step until they become routine, creating a smooth transition of skills into professional practice (Costa & Kallick, 2008). Additionally, professors should teach each routine explicitly prior to engaging students in activities which require holistic application/analysis (Bocala & Boudett, 2015). If teachers deal with data on an inconsistent basis, the “provision of timely and efficient access to reminders of basic concepts” (Pierce et al., 2014, p. 295) is lost, thereby hindering the development of true data/assessment literacy.

2.4. Linkages to classroom instruction
Linking data results to instruction is critical to effective teaching and learning. Educators must do better than simply guess a student’s academic need. To understand their students, teachers must rely on data collected in order to utilize appropriate instructional strategies to support/enhance each child’s unique skill and knowledge levels (Tomlinson, 2007; Tuttle, 2009). For example, authentic performance assessments provide educators data which serve as (1) avenues by which to examine current skills and knowledge prior to instructional decision-making and (2) precise connections to authentic instruction.

The research in this article explored how pre-service educators determined what worked in a data literacy intervention and the potential impact this had on their instructional decision-making process. Implications for instructor professional development are offered for consideration.

3. Method

3.1. Purpose statement and research question
The purpose of this research was to explore a data literacy intervention embedded in a pre-service teacher education instruction and assessment course from the perspectives of the participants. The research questions were: How do participants view what works in a data literacy intervention and in what ways? What are the implications for our own work?

3.2. Design
This research was conducted using teacher-researcher methodology (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, 2009), specifically within practical action research design (Leitch & Day, 2000), in that the research will guide our future instruction, but we also focus upon the process of our reflective practice. We studied our own instructional intervention (Piro, Dunlap, & Shutt, 2014; Piro & Hutchinson, 2014) to better understand how the participants were experiencing data literacy instruction in a pre-service teacher education course and how their experiences could structure and inform future instructional choices. This pedagogical inquiry (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, 2007; Dewey, 1910/1933; Gore & Zeichner, 1991; Schön, 1983; Zeichner & Noffke, 2001) served as a reflective practice into curriculum development and reform at the program level in teacher education. IRB protocols for working with human subjects were followed. All participant names have been given a pseudonym.

3.3. Description of the participants and sampling procedures
Purposeful sampling (Patton, 2015) of students within a pre-service teacher candidate instruction and assessment course was used. Participants for the study were students in the course and were recruited through an online invitation to participate at a public university in the southwest of the USA. There were a total of 54 participants from two sections in two semesters of an academic year.
of the hybrid-format class which contained primarily undergraduate seniors in the semester prior to student teaching. Each of the 54 participants completed the data collection. Thirty hours of classroom observation were required as part of the course containing content in instructional methods and assessment procedures. Participant certification areas included: Early Childhood-Grade 6, some with additional English with a Second Language (ESL) or Special Education (SPED) certification; Grades 4–8, some with content area specialization and/or ESL or SPED; Grades 8–12, with content area specialization and/or ESL or SPED; or other specialized content areas such as Dance, Art, Music, Health, Family Consumer Sciences, Deaf Education, and Theatre.

3.4. Instructional intervention

The instructional intervention utilized to increase students’ abilities to translate data findings into more effective instruction for all students was entitled the Data Chat. This intervention grounded in the premise that learning is fundamentally a social phenomenon where individuals construct new knowledge is based on (1) prior experiences and (2) social interactions in authentic contexts (Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998), and (3) reflective practice (Buysse, Sparkman, & Wesley, 2003). Additionally, Data Chats incorporated adult learning theory, which purports adults are more apt to effect sustainable change if they garner the support of other adults, rather than trying to “go it alone” (Lomos, Hofman, & Bosker, 2011; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2001; Showers, 1996). Teacher candidates collaborated in content-specific groups as they worked to comprehend, desegregate, and interpret actual classroom sets of standardized test score data. The Data Chat intervention was informed by three primary principles from the *Understanding by Design* framework (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005): (1) use of accredited standards to establish educational focus, (2) determination of assessment to be used in the monitoring of student progress and goal/objective attainment, and (3) creation of instruction that addresses and enhances student needs.

3.4.1. Instruction

Initial instruction within the Data Chat intervention took place in one, three-hour session of an undergraduate-level instruction/assessment class. In this setting, students engaged in tasks focused on understanding the definitions of statistical terms and procedures needed for future numerical analysis and interpretation. In the second session of the intervention, the professor focused on the reading and comprehension of sample data-sets. Within this session of the intervention, groups were assigned based on similar content or grade levels and were provided with state-level standardized testing data reports. The third session of the intervention included self-directed inquiry learning that utilized group blogs, wikis, and discussion boards as they began inquiry into the type of data-set and initial analysis of the numbers, looking for strengths and weaknesses of the outcomes based on the numerical data. In the last session of the intervention, the groups of participants finalized their analyses and instructional interventions. Subsequently, each collaborative content-focused group presented the results, including graphical representations of their numerical analysis. It should be noted that since the data used were obtained with permission from a local school district (student names and all identifying information were removed from the data-sets prior to release by the district), participants created pseudo-names and ethnicities in their final reports to mirror the demographics reported in the classroom-level data.

3.4.2. Data Chat steps

The Data Chat instructional intervention comprised eight steps (The following steps were taken from Piro et al. (2014, pp. 5–6) and Piro and Hutchinson (2014)):

1. **Enlist support from the local school districts.** Procure data-sets from local school districts. Ensure that copies of the state-standardized test classroom-level data have all been de-identified.

2. **Purposefully target statistical literacy and interpretation through explicit instruction.** Once basic statistical terminology has been introduced, provide multiple opportunities for students to practice reading sample data-sets.
(3) **Create grade-level or content-oriented teams.** Teams of four–five teacher education candidates simulate grade- or content-level teams. In this configuration, students collaboratively analyze the data-set most closely aligned with their grade level/content area.

(4) **Analyze data-set to discern both strengths and weaknesses.** Using numeric data (by percentage) to support their analyses, the participants analyze the data-sets for strengths and weaknesses. Specifically, participants analyze content-reported categorical information (RCAT). For each test given, specific skill groups are targeted by the state. For example, on the Mathematics Grades 3–8 standardized tests, RCATs include: Number Operation & Quantitative Reasoning, Patterns & Algebraic Reasoning, Geometry, Measurement, and Probability & Statistics (Texas Education Agency, 2012). Each of these large categories comprises a targeted skill subset that is dependent upon the academic level of the student being assessed. Students with a Level III (Advanced Academic Performance) have demonstrated the ability to think critically and transfer knowledge across a variety of contexts. Students receiving a score of Level II (Satisfactory Academic Performance) have a reasonable likelihood of success in the next course of grade, yet may need targeted academic intervention at some point(s) along the way (Young, 2012). Finally, students receiving a score of Level I (Unsatisfactory Academic Performance) are viewed as unlikely to be successful in the next course or grade without significant academic interventions (Young, 2012).

(5) **Incorporate state standards and local curriculum guides.** Standards and content drive the selection of assessments and the development of instructional strategies following the previous two steps (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). The participants in this study investigated the state standards and local curriculum guides that applied to their data-set generally and the sub-standards for weakness areas.

(6) **Create both formative and summative assessments.** In this step of the Data Chat, participants consider the assessment procedures they would incorporate as interventions based on the strengths and weaknesses of the assessment data. After student weaknesses are identified in the class data-set, participants create assessments to address those areas where students were found to be struggling.

(7) **Create specific instructional strategies as interventions to address weaknesses.** The participants decide how they would address weaknesses found within the classroom data through instructional interventions. The research supporting the instructional strategy choice was cited if used (Marzano, 2009), thus promoting the use of research-based instructional strategies. In addition, participants are required to detail differentiated instruction for each identified weakness. Instructional strategies are correlated to state standards.

(8) **Write a final presentation.** The participants create a presentation of their data analyses and plan following the Data Chat intervention. The Data Chat intervention report for this research included: names of literacy group members; the type of data-set; the specific test; when the test was given; strengths and weaknesses of student performance; numeric, graphical, and narrative descriptions of the weakness areas; formative and summative assessments to be given prior to the next testing period; and instructional strategies for interventions. Final presentations are reflective of a format/language that could be utilized in a parent meeting, at a grade-level or faculty meeting, etc. to explain results in verbiage that could be easily understood by the targeted educational audience.

### 3.4.3. Assessments used in the intervention

Authentic State of Texas Assessment of Academic Readiness (STAAR)-standardized test data-sets at the classroom level were used for the participants to analyze in the Data Chat intervention. The data-sets included item analysis of specific content questions from a released version of grade-specific STAAR tests. Actual student names on the sample data-sets were erased prior to participant use in the Data Chat.
Participants analyzed these state-wide mandated achievement tests at the 3–8 grade levels and end of course assessments in grades 9–12 in varying contents given for accountability purposes. Data-sets were focused at the classroom level. At the 3–8th grade levels, content areas included Reading, Math, Science, and Social Studies. At the 9–12th grade levels, content areas included Algebra I and II, English I and II, Biology I, and US History. Data-sets in every teacher candidate content area were not available at the secondary level. When data in a content area were not available in a content area at the secondary level, participants chose a content group in which to work. Participants ended up working in a grade-level or content area team.

3.5. Instrumentation
The post-intervention survey consisted of open-ended responses to questions regarding data understanding, analysis, and use. Five questions comprised this survey and were collected through standardized, open-ended questions within Psych Data, an online, secure survey instrument platform, after the instructional intervention. Table 1 demonstrates the open-ended questions from the survey.

3.6. Data collection and analysis procedures
All data were collected through a survey following the intervention of a five-week Data Chat in a pre-service undergraduate assessment and instruction class. This survey was available electronically to participants in Psych Data. Coding was conducted by hand using an inductive content analysis method (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Patton, 2015) with an inductive analysis approach initially guided by the survey questions (Hatch, 2002). Initial themes and patterns (Gall et al., 2007) were developed as the data were reduced, leading to the final codes. There were no outlying data. A constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 2009) was used throughout the analysis of the data. In order to retain verisimilitude, the students’ own words were used (Tracy, 2010). Bracketed words were added sparingly to enhance comprehension. Inter-rater agreement between the two researchers added trustworthiness to the interpretation of the qualitative data (Creswell & Miller, 2000).

4. Findings
Findings of the post-intervention survey indicate several themes in participant responses. This section demonstrates the final themes: pre-intervention beliefs, understanding and analyzing data, classroom data and instructional practices, and contextual uses of data.

4.1. Pre-intervention beliefs
Participants unanimously stated their discomfort with understanding data prior to the Data Chat. For example, Karrie stated, “I knew nothing about data or what it was.” Shawna mirrored, “I didn’t know what constituted data. I also didn’t know you could read data.” Frank commented, “I had no ideas about what the numbers meant or really that I needed to be concerned [with the data].”

All participants reported they perceived they had limited ideas regarding data for instruction prior to the Data Chat intervention. For example, Ana stated, “I did not now that data could ‘predict’ things like students passing in later years.” Lynn stated, “I did not know that classroom data was given to the teacher. I didn’t know they had to interpret scores for parents, sometimes.” Two participants understood that data were used at the school level, but not by classroom teachers. Gina said,
I thought standardized tests were a tool the administrators used to get an overall perspective of the performance of the school. I didn't think the classroom used it. Sara stated, "I honestly had no idea that teachers looked at the data to plan instruction." Dan said, "I never would have guessed that one could look at the grades of a class, find the low questions, high questions and change instruction based on those."

4.2. Understanding and analyzing data
Participants' perceptions regarding understanding the data and analyzing them were evident after the intervention. General skills were noted. For example, Fiona stated, "Data may easily be skewed or read incorrectly; so I learned to be conscious of common mistakes in order to read data correctly and use it effectively." Specific skills were also gained through the Data Chat intervention. For example, Janice learned, "How to correctly read and interpret scale scores, RCATs and percentages." Marcia stated she learned that "Data exists on many levels: district, school, grade level and classroom." Jerry commented that he learned "how to read the results of standardized tests and make sense of them in the class." Jeff said he felt it was important to "have a wide range of assessments and use the data collectively to give a detailed picture of classroom potential." Judith commented, "My biggest take away was how to read the results of a standardized test and make sense of them and their impact on student instruction." Dan stated, "I learned you can disaggregated the data in many ways: SES, ethnicity, gender, etc." Sara concurred. "I never realized how much could be gathered from taking apart data." Kathleen reported, "I learned how to extract information and to use it." Michael said, "I need to be able to interpret or decode data to be able to use it to my advantage and to shape instruction."

Other participants mentioned that data were "a valuable resource;" were "used to remediate instruction;" that "data is intense;" that "data contains an incredible amount of information;" and that the general public "often misinterprets it."

4.3. Classroom data and instructional practices
Specific outcomes regarding instruction from data analysis were expressed by all participants. Specific skills gained by learning to analyze data for instruction were noted by some. Analysis of the data led Cathy to state that "the data help me to see the gaps that existed between instruction and assessment." John noticed that test item analysis was a useful way to understand next instructional practices by helping the teacher "identify areas of instruction the teacher needs to work on." Jolie stated that data analysis helped her "identify objectives [that] students master and those that are challenging to students."

Other participants recognized how data analysis would inform and adapt their future instruction. The importance of data in relation to adapting instruction for specific learners was noted. Jeff reflected that, "Showing the teachers what students do not understand, thereby giving the teacher the opportunity to differentiate lessons and facilitate cognitive development" was an outcome of analyzing the data. Shawna agreed. She stated that data analysis led her to "giv[e] the teacher information for reflection on effectiveness of her practice" and to "promote student and teacher self-monitoring." Frank also concurred. He stated, "Giving the teacher opportunities to reteach a concept from a different perspective through the identification of intervention strategies" was an outcome of the data analysis process. Gina stated that data analysis helped her "illuminat[e] the need for accommodations and/or modifications in future lessons." Cathy said analyzing data, "Giv [es] the teacher information for reflection on effectiveness of her practice." Katie commented, "I will differentiate instruction and teach concepts using multiple mediums to help my students grasp the concepts." Judith agreed. "I will apply different strategies to my teaching to help equip my students with the learning they need to be successful." Time stated, "Data analysis will help me find holes in my instructional practice as well as highlight those areas I am teaching well."

Several participants focused upon how their beliefs had changed regarding understanding the connection between instruction and assessment. The Data Chat intervention led Fiona to state:
“Working with data taught me the importance of assessment and the importance of analyzing data to improve instruction.” Simi said, “[Data chatting] taught me how to find areas of weakness and strength and how content, assessments and teaching interventions are related and aligned.” Laura provided an emotional response to using data for instruction when she stated she did not grasp the importance of understanding how data could inform her instruction prior to the Data Chat. “I think it would be horrible if a student got swept under the rug and the teacher moved on and left a gap in the student’s learning”.

4.4. Contextual uses of data
Several participants reflected upon the contextual uses of data, such as when certain data have more value, or when certain forms of assessments informed them for future instruction. For example, Jolie reflected upon how in-class student behaviors could be interpreted as data: “What I love is that any targeted behavior a student does can be used as data. Using data insures your teaching is authentic and student-centered.” Hannah demonstrated her understanding that multiple forms of assessments should guide instructional decisions when she stated:

Standardized test scores is one thing ... but formative and summative assessments play a role as well. Using the appropriate intervention to address a skill that a student struggles with helps to make sure the objective of the lesson, the assessment, the teaching, and the strategies are all aligned and scaffolded.

Frank’s final belief comments are worth quoting in whole and demonstrate an overall perception regarding the contextual uses of data.

In order for data to be especially useful, teachers must identify the student’s problem, decide a data collection method, collect data to calculate the baseline, determine the timespan, set a goal, decide how the student’s progress will be assessed and summarize the outcome. This is the way I would correlate and construct lesson plans based on empirical evidence.

Contextual uses of data indicate an advanced cognitive awareness of data literacy for teaching. It indicates that the uses of data depend upon the context and a cognizance of when certain data are more significant than others. Jolie’s comment that other forms of data, such as classroom attendance data, have value; Hannah’s belief that multiple forms of assessments can provide valuable information; and Frank’s appraisal that empirical evidence are necessary to guide successful, uses of data demonstrate a form of conditional knowledge (Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Schraw & Moshman, 1995) that rises above declarative (the what of using data) or even procedural knowledge (applying data to instruction) to an awareness of when to apply data in specific instances.

5. Discussion of findings
The data suggested four themes: pre-intervention beliefs, understanding and analyzing data, classroom data and instructional practices, and contextual uses of data. Initial perceptions regarding using data for instruction suggested that many of the participants had limited knowledge regarding data use at the classroom level in schools. Further, they expressed a sense of discomfort with using data before the intervention. Previous research has found that a teacher’s sense of confidence with data analysis and interpretation rested largely on their sense of self-efficacy with those skills and that teachers with higher confidence levels were more likely to use data for instructional interventions (Bettesworth, Alonzo, & Duesbery, 2008; Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2007; U.S. Department of Education, Office of Planning, Evaluation & Policy Development, 2008). In teacher education data literacy intervention research, Reeves and Honig (2015) found moderately higher self-efficacy results after an in-course data literacy intervention. The implications from these and previous research suggest that providing opportunities for pre-service teacher candidates to work with varying data literacy behaviors during their teacher preparation program may result in more self-efficacy with data use in teacher’s professional contexts.
The results of an exploratory study that investigated teachers’ thought processes as they worked through data scenarios found several common data literacy behaviors (Means et al., 2011) to the present study. Specifically, they found that teachers use data for data location, data comprehension, data interpretation, data for instructional decision-making, and data for posing questions about present and future inquiries. Similar to previous inquiries into the Data Chat (Piro & Hutchinson, 2014; Piro et al., 2014), the present study found that qualitative responses to post-intervention data literacy instruction demonstrated some comparable responses from the participants. Results from the current study suggest that the participants used a data literacy intervention to assist them comprehend and analyze data and use it for instructional purposes. Previously (Piro et al., 2014), we suggested that conditional uses of data—the when of using data in context—is an area of inquiry needed regarding data interventions in pre-service teacher education.

Beginning teachers have expressed that they feel unprepared as they initiate their teaching practice (Levine, 2006; National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2010a,b). It may be inferred that as new teachers are expected to use data for instructional purposes in an environment that expects data-driven decision-making, a better sense of preparedness in using data in their first year of teaching would additionally be perceived. Training novice teachers to develop their ability to investigate inquiries into classroom data uses (Athanases, Bennett, & Wahlleithner, 2013) is necessary so that new teachers may improve the effectiveness of their practice (Means et al., 2011). Consequently, teacher preparation programs have been charged to develop data literacy practices in their programs (Mandinach & Gummer, 2013), thus reducing the reality shock (Huberman, 1989) of beginning teachers as they encounter the complexities of using data for accountability and instructional purposes in their professional practice. Reeves and Honig (2015) found few pre-service teacher interventions for data literacy and suggested that this paucity of research suggests further research to identify effective interventions with this population. This current study adds to the scant literature on instructional interventions on data literacy in pre-service teacher education. More research is needed on instructional interventions in teacher education to best understand how pre-service teachers use data for later professional practice. For example, do content- or grade-level teams work for collaborative learning teams? For learning the ways to analyze data in teams, do common summative assessment data function best or does specific, contextual data from real students in clinical placements provide more situated learning (Reeves & Honig, 2015)? Does collaboration scaffold the learning process? Each question provides a focus for follow-up studies.

5.1. Implications for practice

Based upon our action research methodology, we reflect upon how the research will impact our instruction, conceptions, and future curricular choices. It is clear that connecting data to instruction is an important component of data literacy. Interventions in teacher education should connect data interpretation with instructional decisions. To this end, we provide several suggestions. First, it is important to teach statistical literacy prior to the Data Chat. Reviewing statistical terminology including test literacy, measurement terms, location of data, reporting categories, and demographic data will likely expedite the actual analysis, interpretation, and application of the data in the data teams. Second, the findings suggest that understanding how data, standards, assessment, and instruction all inter-relate was perceived as important to participants. Classroom data are important for instructional decisions. Students need to understand that data can have implication for instruction and not just accountability or just for whole school analysis. Using a backward mapping system or framework for teaching data literacy such as Understanding by Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005; Yelland, Cope, & Kalantzis, 2008) enhances the interrelated relationships of data, standards assessment, and instructional interventions for pre-service teachers. Additionally, self-efficacy in data usage is crucial for actually using data in future educational contexts. Continue providing opportunities for students to become familiar with the data literacy behaviors they will use as practicing teachers. Last, the contextual uses of data are capacities to develop with students. However, these advanced cognitive skills must occur after students learn the declarative and procedural uses of data.
6. Conclusion

Today’s educational climate places immense pressure on teachers at all levels to collect and analyze student data. Most commonly, this burden takes the form of examining standardized test scores with an eye focused on skills, giving students the most difficulty. What is gleaned from such a practice only becomes meaningful if combined with purposeful actions that appropriately address targeted student learning outcomes (Means et al., 2011). To a novice educator, this process is often very intimidating.

To help alleviate such perceptions, this research explored a data literacy intervention called a Data Chat embedded in a pre-service teacher education instruction and assessment course from the perspectives of the participants. The findings suggested that pre-intervention beliefs, understanding and analyzing data, classroom data and instructional practices, and contextual uses of data were each significant outcomes for the participants after participating in the Data Chat. Beginning teachers have expressed that they felt unprepared to use data as they initiate their teaching practice. Therefore, explicitly teaching data literacy knowledge and skills to teacher candidates may sufficiently develop the data literacy self-efficacy and content to achieve the desired improvements in student learning and to be successful in their chosen profession.
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